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in the equation for b the values found for 6, g and g 3 having
regard to the equation for a, it will be found to be satisfied.
These verifications are sufficient to ensure the accuracy of the
analysis, the possibility of the process being known
independently. When the values of b, gi 9 are substituted in (iv), it
becomes y+ 6ay + (3a+, ) y-46a8+ ags+ 27g8 and now equation (i)
may be replaced by equations (iii) and (iv ), and, regarding a as
a known quantity, depends for solution on these two cubics. The
process by which (iv ) has been derived from (ii) Bhews that if - =
9P(3-0), then y = P(-0) + P(u0 + fw) + P(u + a, )-2a, and that
therefore, if in (iv ) y be written for y + 2a, the resulting equation
will be...
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Good eBook and helpful one. It really is writter in straightforward words and phrases and never confusing. I am just
effortlessly could possibly get a enjoyment of looking at a published book.
-- Rom a ine Rippin-- Rom a ine Rippin

The book is great and fantastic. it absolutely was writtern very properly and beneficial. It is extremely di icult to leave
it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Lyda  Da vis II--  Lyda  Da vis II
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